BIBLIOGRAPHY/CAST/VISUAL TRANSCRIPT
The text below is the written iteration of the texts used our video installation. These texts were generated by
inserting historical and literary texts pertaining to pandemics past into a text randomizer
( http://bensonofjohn.co.uk/poetry/tools/dada_generator.php ), which were then selected and edited, to
maximize the dream like quality of the language. A list of the source texts, and where to find them, can be found
below. In the film, these texts are spoken by the 5 members of Other HeArts: Stefne Mercedes, Yousef Kadoura,
Sebastian Marzialli, Vik Hovanisien and Harri Thomas
Dramatis Persoane/bibliography:
Influenza epidemic, USA, 1918-1920
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/history/what-we-can-learn-1918-influenza-diaries-180974614/
Diaries of Violet Harris
(was 15 years old when the influenza epidemic struck her hometown of Seattle)
(Voiced by Stefne Mercedes)
Franklin Martin: A doctor
(Voiced by Yousef Kadoura)
Diary of Helena Viola Jackson Kent: A farmer’s wife
(Voiced by Sebastien Marzialli)
Diary of N. Roy Gist: A doctor
(Voiced by Harri Thomas)
Edith Coffin (Colby) Mahoney of Salem, Massachusett
(Voiced by Harri Thomas)
Other Accounts:
A settler’s recounting of the effect of small pox on a Squamish Community 1770’s
https://www.historylink.org/File/5100
(Voiced by Vik Hovanisien)
Diary of Samuel Pepys, a century nobleman during the bubonic plague 1663-1667
(Voiced by interchangeably by Yousef Kadoura, Sebastian Marzialli and Harri Thomas)
Ibdn Kaldun: 13th century Muslim historian, writing on the black death 1300’s
http://www-personal.umich.edu/~bbain/display/courseshs/historyproblems/plague/plaguekhaldun.htm
(Voiced by Yousef Kadoura)
Literary Texts:
Antonin Artaud’s Theatre and the Plague
https://www.amazon.ca/Theater-Its-Double-Antonin-Artaud/dp/0802150306
(Voiced by Vik Hovanisien)
Susan Sontag’s Illness as Metaphor
https://www.amazon.ca/Illness-Metaphor-AIDS-Its-Metaphors/dp/0312420137
(Voiced by Stefne Mercedes)
Because the texts used often run concurrently to each other, the table below demonstrates visually which texts
are running and when from top to bottom. The Italics indicate stressed lines within the texts. The character
names are in bold above each portion of text. Like the video, the sound loops back to the beginning.
Additional sounds:
The text below is accompanied by the sounds of a heart beat and an echoing interior. These do not stop at any
point.
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